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ABOUT US
Itely Hairfashion specializes in the creation and production of colors and cosmetic solutions
exclusively for hairdressing professionals .
Itely Hairfashion is an Italian dynamic , serious, reliable and concrete that has color in his strength
with a wide range of solutions which respect and protect the hair and scalp , bringing out the natural
shine of healthy hair.
The identity of Itely Hairfashion lies in its " Culture ", understood as baggage fundamental knowledge
and practical skills acquired that become a veritable wealth of Dealing with Competence. "
Culture " as the collection and sharing of information, resources and skills that form the actual
business experience and enhance its reputation .
RESEARCH, INNOVATION, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS EFFECTIVE materialize
IN FIRST EXCELLENCE THAT RESULTS ARE BASED ON REAL , TESTED AND , AS SUCH ,
CHECK .

Itely Hairfashion Color Company has become an internationally because it has natural coloring his
identity and his reason for being recognized by professionals around the world who appreciate the
value and passion , the two driving forces that animate any concrete action to Itely hairfashion .
PRODUCTS:
COLORLY
Permanent staining of the new wording more effective and gentle . Provides protection , and a bright
hair color incredibly bright . Colorly protects against UV rays , fights free radicals , strengthens and
extends the life of color.
AQUARELY
Permanent hair color formulated with innovative micro- emulsified nano- pigments can penetrate
deep into the hollow keratin fibers bind to the hair and the color will be more uniform, bright and long
lasting. The very low content of ammonia and Hydrolyzed Wheat Proteins provide protection,
hydration and health of the hair. SYNERGYCARE
The frizzy hair are a blemish that can affect both the curly hair is smooth ones . Our research
laboratories have developed a unique treatment specially dedicated to the care of the hair frizzy and
rebellious . From the first application the results are visible : the hair is more disciplined , compact
and docile to comb.
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